
SLT: summary of points made in relation to the year 10 to year 

11 question 

 
Recommendations 

• All students (and their parents) should have a detailed IAG review 

• The curriculum in the next year of study should strongly reflect the IAG reviews 

• Heads of curriculum should analyse attainment data and use it to inform likely 

progression routes/curriculum planning 

• Head of year and others should analyse attainment data and use it to inform IAG 

discussions and curriculum planning 

• There should be a distinctive component within the yr11 curriculum (and probably 

12-13 too) based around areas such as DofE, enterprise, community service or 

sports leadership 

• One year, fast-track L2 courses should be available.  These could either be new 

courses or offers of ones not chosen first time round 

• Curriculum information evening should be delayed until the Spring 

• Heads of Curriculum can then be properly involved in planning this term 

• Students and parents can then be properly involved in the process 

 

 

Questions  

• How much cross-age teaching can go on – in theory and what is desirable? 

• Can students do IB? Could they follow courses at Wellington College? (No to both) 

• Can students carry on and do a third year L2? 

• How many students would progress onto L3 only?  And if so, are they in the sixth 

form as full members? 

• How much timetable flexibility is there really?  How ‘blocky’ can the overall 

timetable be, to facilitate extended work experience or things like DofE? 

• Should an L2 ICT course be semi-compulsory for those who didn’t opt? 

• How do we avoid apathy?  It’s ’just a repeat year’ syndrome 

• Which courses can we offer?  How do we keep costs realistic? 

• Can students study L2 and L3 at the same time? (In the same room or during the 

same week?) 

• How do we cope with new arrivals during the year? 

• What do they do after May? (this is a good question for years 11 and 12 too) 

• If students are nowhere near a grade C after two years, should they carry on? 

• If a three year L3 is the default option, do we anticipate deeper learning at the start 

or end?  For example pre-U as part of third year or AS first exam at start of year 2 

 

The triple Science course:  this is Biology (9), Chemistry (10) and Physics next year (11) – 

all completed in a year.  Students may wish to cease at the end of year 10 (Default is 

continue).  If these are our most able Scientists, it seems odd that they have to wait until 

yr12 to study Science at L3.  Can they do L2 and L3 together – and if so, how would 

progression be planned (to 3 Sciences AS/A2)? 

 

ASC 


